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A B S T R A C T

The research objective of this paper was to group eleven widely planted eucalypt clones based on their volume
yield pattern by assessing how climatic variation impacts their productivity in tropical Brazil. A total of 187 plots
evenly distributed across eleven clones and 17 sites (from Paraná to Pará State) were used. Plot measurements
were carried out every six months (from 2013 to 2017) to evaluate eucalyptus growth. Since the year of plot
establishment differs across the sites, volumes of all the plots and sites were standardized at a common age of
5 years. Clonal grouping analysis was performed based on the common age for volume yields using a new
approach, which consisted of three steps: (1) create general groups based on testing of the slope coefficient,
which was applied to every clonal-specific regression with volume yield as a function of annual water deficit
index (WDI); (2) split each general group using volume yield deviation computations into subgroups of high and
low productivity; (3) apply linear mixed effects models for every subgroup in order to confirm the non-existence
of statistical difference among the volume yield of the clones. Statistical tests showed satisfactory yield estimates
at the common age of 5 years. Clonal grouping revealed the identification of four groups (A: high productivity
and non-sensitive to climate variation, B: high productivity and sensitive to climate variation, C: low pro-
ductivity and sensitive to climate variation, D: low productivity and non-sensitive to climate variation). The
volume yield of the Clonal group B was detected to be the most impacted by annual water deficit index variation,
followed by clonal groups C, A and D. The findings of the study highlighted the utility of the proposed approach
for grouping clones. Group identification and detection of the climatic impact on yield patterns was evaluated as
a measure to increase site-specific productivity.

1. Introduction

Intensively managed plantations supply 33% of the world's non-
fuelwood demand, even though their area correspond to only 1.5% of
the forests in the world (INDUFOR, 2012). These productive forests
have alleviated the historical pressure on native forests in some places
(Hayes et al., 2005), and eucalyptus plantations emerge as the pinnacle
of fast-growing forests. This genus is well known for the highest growth
rate among the hardwoods in the world, where the productivity in
Brazil has increased about 3-fold in the past 40 years (Stape et al.,

2010). This dramatic increase of eucalyptus productivity is a con-
sequence of the summation of key factors: development of superior
clones and silvicultural practices including site preparation, fertiliza-
tion, weed control and spacing (Stape et al., 2010; Gonçalves et al.,
2013).

Intensively managed plantations focus on the manipulation of soil
and stand conditions in order to minimize the environmental con-
straints that may limit tree growth (Fox, 2000). The climate effect,
however, cannot be controlled, which highlights the importance to
understand its effect on forest production. As noted by several authors,
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for example Almeida et al. (2010) and Scolforo et al. (2016), droughts
can dramatically reduce eucalyptus productivity. This climate phe-
nomenon makes plantations more susceptible to attack of pests, disease,
and catastrophic mortality (Netherer et al., 2008; Pinkard et al., 2015).

Traditional areas of eucalyptus plantations in Brazil have faced
unusual droughts in the past few years (Otto et al., 2015). The market
demand for bio products however, has increased and prompted the
expansion of eucalyptus plantations even to drier sites (Binkley et al.,
2017). These facts have challenged the development and selection of
silvicultural regimes and clones to successfully keep commercial plan-
tations with high growth rate in these new conditions.

Changes in silvicultural regimes, such as the reduction in the
number of planted trees per hectare (Hakamada et al., 2017), can re-
duce tree mortality by mitigating the competition for water resources.
On the other hand, clonal deployment seems to be more challenging,
since the genotype× environment (G×E) interaction, may be sub-
stantial, especially in regard to climate variation (Binkley et al., 2017).
On one hand, the development of breeding programs has increased
eucalyptus productivity and wood quality (Lemos, 2012), but on the
other hand, little effort has been extended to verify how the large
variety of clones interact with climate (Scolforo et al., 2017). Questions
always arise, especially the ones concerning: (1) how does clonal pro-
ductivity vary across different sites; (2) are there clones with similar
volume yield pattern spanning large areas? These questions are crucial
in the context of the selection of the most proper clones to match
specific sites in order to avoid plantation failure (Gapare et al., 2015).

Some studies have started to address some of these questions, such
as Scolforo et al. (2017) and Marcatti et al. (2017). These authors used
statistical models for recommending the appropriate places where dif-
ferent clones should be planted. Their methodology focused on the gain
of forest productivity by using climate information. Calegario et al.
(2005) suggested the combination of climate and/or soil data with
mixed effects modeling to improve clonal selection for maximizing
forest productivity. Almeida et al. (2010) proposed clonal selection to
increase eucalyptus productivity through the use of ecophysiological
models.

It is still necessary to acquire better understanding of how clonal
productivity varies along a national climate gradient, and if certain
clones can be grouped according to similar volume yield patterns.
Furthermore, observing how volume yield patterns vary with clonal
group and climate is crucial for proposing site-specific management.
Clonal grouping may be used by geneticists by searching for a few
physiologic characteristics that explain how different clones have si-
milar environmental interaction (Scolforo et al., 2017). This may serve
as baseline information for developing superior clones in Brazil.

This paper provides an approach of clonal grouping based on the
volume yield pattern of 11 widely planted eucalypt clones, evenly
distributed across 17 sites in tropical Brazil. The approach enables as-
sessment of how annual water deficit index variation impacts clonal
productivity in tropical Brazil.

2. Material and methods

2.1. Characterization of the sites and database

The database is composed of remeasurement information from 17
research sites that span tropical Brazil (sites: 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 11, 13, 14,
20, 22, 24, 26, 29, 30, 31 and 33). These sites are part of the TECHS
Project (Tolerance of Eucalyptus Clones to Hydric, Thermal and Biotic
Stresses), which was launched in 2011 in Brazil and northern Uruguay
(Binkley et al., 2017). The database of this study, however, is con-
centrated in tropical Brazil, which ranges from Paraná to Pará State
(Fig. 1).

The TECHS sites are located in the full climate gradient of tropical
Brazil (Am, As, Aw, Cfa, Cfb, Cwa, and Cwb) (Alvares et al., 2013). This
implies that the studied sites encompass a wide range of mean annual

temperatures (18 to 28 °C), annual precipitation (493 to 1674mm),
annual potential evapotranspiration (1333 to 1980mm) and annual
water deficit index (−1202 to −24mm). The TECHS sites range from
dry areas to areas without hot seasons and rainfall limitation.

Soils for these sites are represented by oxisols (68% of the sites),
entisols (23% of the sites), and ultisols (9% of the sites), while elevation
ranges from close to sea level (36m) up to 969m above sea level.
Detailed information regarding this project can be found in Binkley
et al. (2017), where the authors highlight the unique features of the
TECHS project.

To investigate eucalyptus growth, TECHS sites were installed be-
tween January and May of 2012. A total of 11 commonly deployed
clones (A1, B2, C3, D4, E5, G7, H8, K2, P7, Q8 and R9) were planted at
every TECHS site. Every block plot contains 80 trees, equally spaced at
3 x 3m. All plots were intensively fertilized to mitigate nutrient defi-
ciency and competing weed vegetation was properly controlled
(Binkley et al., 2017).

The first plot measurements were conducted between December/
2012 and May/2013. After the initial measurement, all TECHS sites
were inventoried every six months (last inventories in April/2017). The
diameter at 1.30m aboveground (DBH in cm) and total height (h in m)
of all trees were always measured. Individual tree volumes were ob-
tained through the use of the equation developed by Scolforo (2018).

To record weather information, weather stations were installed at
all of the TECHS sites. Thus, variables such as annual precipitation (P in
mm), average temperature (Tavg, 0C), annual potential evapo-
transpiration (PET, mm) and water deficit index (WDI, mm) were daily
recorded. Large climatic variability is apparent (Table 1), and fully
expected, given the size of large tropical country such as Brazil. Annual
water deficit index is expressed by the difference between the potential
water deficit and water storage capacity, where potential water deficit
is obtained for months that evapotranspiration excess monthly pre-
cipitation (Montes et al., 2015).

∑= − ⩾ − +
=

WDI PET P PET P WSC( )( )
n 1

12

(1)

where ⩾PET P( ) is a dummy variable that assumes 0 when
PET < P and 1 when PET≥ P; n ranges from 1 to 12 corresponding to
months; WSC is the water storage capacity in mm; all other variables
are defined.

2.2. Standardized volume yields of the clones

While the installation dates varied among the TECHS sites, the stand
volume yield (V) was standardized at a common age of 5 years. This age
is at the full rotation range of eucalyptus plantations under the clear-cut
system for pulpwood production (Fialho and Zinn, 2014).

There are numerous options for growth equations with desirable
properties to model biological data (Burkhart and Tomé, 2012), such as
the Chapman-Richards and the Logistic model (Raimundo et al., 2017).
For purposes of this research, however, the standardization of volume
yield was accomplished with a polynomial equation. Typically, poly-
nomial equations are not used for the modeling of biological growth,
since they display unstable growth predictions and generally do not
contain the logical constraint of V= 0 at Age=0.

Three patterns of stand volume growth over time can be observed
with the plots across the TECHS sites (Fig. 2). The first pattern (1) is
based on regular forest growth, where some tree mortality is observed,
while the second pattern (2) displays an unusual mortality rate over
time. The high mortality rate in the second pattern is probably due to
climatic events that induce high mortality and give the impression that
growth is not occurring at the stand level. Chapman-Richards or the
Logistic growth model can be applied to properly describe the forest
development over time under these patterns 1 and 2. These growth
models, however, cannot be properly applied to the third pattern. This
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third pattern (3) implies that catastrophic mortality occurred in the
stands. Indeed this is the case for some eucalypt clones that have faced
catastrophic mortality in some TECHS sites with a noticeable drop in
volume at a certain point in time.

As opposed to growth and yield studies that have eliminated plots
where catastrophic mortality was detected (Crecente-Campo et al.,
2009), one of the objectives of this paper is to identify if clones can be
grouped according to similar volume yield patterns across tropical

Brazil. This means that none of the plots can be removed from the
database and it implies that a very flexible model must be used to allow
for accurate volume standardization at a common age.

A polynomial equation was used to surmount the problem of cata-
strophic mortality and to allow for the estimation of the volume yield
for each clone across all the sites at a common age of 5 years. The fitted
polynomial was solely used for volume standardization; there is no
intention to extrapolate growth outside of 5 years old or to make

Fig. 1. TECHS sites across tropical Brazil.

Table 1
TECHS sites and their average key environmental attributes between the period of 2012–2017.

TECHS Latitude (°) Longitude (°) Tavg(°C) P (mm yr−1) PETa (mm yr−1) WDI (mm year−1)

2 −24.21 −49.97 18.38 1673.87 1343.95 −24
4 −19.31 −42.42 22.85 1155.86 1412.95 −443
5 −18.58 −42.93 20.75 1098.25 1450.75 −523
7 −18.02 −50.90 22.92 1544.24 1631.77 −655
8 −11.86 −38.37 24.65 700.18 1663.73 −861
9 −18.73 −47.92 22.90 1341.04 1683.09 −520
11 −18.71 −52.59 22.63 1188.39 1980.08 −714
13 −20.90 −51.90 25.05 1227.49 1563.55 −484
14 −19.96 −51.59 24.47 1233.20 1686.19 −562
20 −22.35 −46.97 21.99 1332.96 1461.30 −309
22 −24.23 −50.53 18.41 1662.67 1342.15 −34
24 −22.73 −49.00 21.51 1281.64 1333.24 −314
26 −16.78 −44.31 23.79 684.84 1801.26 −1203
29 −3.44 −43.07 27.56 1201.79 1920.37 −1012
30 −17.32 −43.77 23.98 493.06 1398.32 −1156
31 −16.34 −39.60 23.32 1165.06 1497.08 −524
33 −23.85 −48.70 20.14 1436.02 1378.82 −177

a PET calculated through the use of the Penman–Monteith equation.
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inference about forest growth.
The exponents chosen to fit the polynomial equation were: 1, 3.5

and 6. These exponents ensured that, even with a large drop in volume
for some clones across certain TECHS sites, the possibility of predicting
negative values was eliminated. The polynomial equations were fitted
as normal linear mixed models, Eq. (2), where the expressions for the
intercept and slopes are declared random based on nested plot (TECHS
site) and TECHS site.

A model with only fixed effect coefficients might possibly result in a
monotonic increase of volume over time (which would not represent
the third pattern presented in Fig. 2). More accurate volume standar-
dization is possible when using nested random effects within the flex-
ible polynomial model.

= + + + + + + + +V β b β b Age β b Age β b Age ε( ) ( ) ( ) ( )ijk ij ij ij ij ijk0 0 1 1 2 2
3.5

3 3
6

(2)

where V is total volume outside bark in m3 ha−1; Age in months, sub-
scripts i, j and k refer to plot i of TECHS site j at age k; β β β and β, ,0 1 2 3
are fixed coefficients to be estimated; b b b and b, ,ij ij ij ij0 1 2 3 are random
coefficients based on plot (TECHS site) and TECHS site; ε N σ I(0, )ijk

2

and b N σ D(0, )ij
2 .

Bias (T), Mean absolute error (MAE) and Root Mean Square Error
(RMSE) were used to assess the performance of the polynomial equa-
tion. Additionally, graphical analysis supported the evaluation.

∑= −
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O

(%) 100
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n

( )i
n

1
2

(5)

where Pr is the predicted values; O is the observed values; O is the
average observed value; n is the number of observations.

2.3. Grouping clones with similar volume yield pattern

Scolforo et al. (2017) suggested a clonal grouping by means of
comparing dominant height increment. The authors stated their study

area did not include catastrophic mortality, which implies that a site
quality measure was sufficient for the purpose of clonal grouping since
dominant height is largely independent of stand density.

Some clones across certain TECHS sites have experienced cata-
strophic mortality. Thus, biased results can be produced by using this
site quality measure, since stand density in some cases does not surpass
55 trees per hectare. Accordingly, in this study, it was used a different,
simple and useful approach, which consist of 3 steps.

In the first step, clonal-specific equations with volume yield
(m3 ha−1) as a function of annual water deficit index (mm year−1) were
fitted. This way, the age 5 volume yield (estimated from Eq. (2)) of each
clone across every TECHS site was related to the annual WDI (mm.year-
1).

= + +Y β β WDI εj j j0 1 (6)

where Yj is age-5 volume yield (m3 ha−1); WDI is the mean annual
water deficit index in mm year−1 from the time when TECHS sites were
installed up to five years later; subscript j refers to TECHS site;
β and β0 1 are fixed coefficients to be estimated; ε N σ I(0, )j

2 .
WDI was selected as the independent variable, since it integrates

several soil, climate and topography variables and serves as a powerful
predictor for describing environmental differences among the TECHS
sites. The use of this index followed the pioneering applications of
water balance by Golfari et al. (1978), where the authors divided Brazil
in 26 regions and emphasized how water deficit is a critical variable
with regards to constrains forest productivity. The variable used in this
study, however, consists in the combination of the water storage ca-
pacity with water deficit, which results in the water deficit index
(Montes et al., 2015). This is a powerful variable to represents the water
balance and availability at the stand-level.

After fitting each clonal-specific equation, a test with respect to the
slope coefficient of each clonal-specific fitted equation was performed.
Recalling the first normal equation for least squares:

 = −β Y β WDI0 1 (7)

If a ratio with fitted intercept/average volume yield > 0.5, it can
be assumed that at least 50% of the range of volume yield of one clone
across the TECHS sites is randomly explained. This implies that the
volume yield of such clone is not greatly impacted by the environ-
mental differences (climatic variation) along the TECHS sites and this
volume yield behavior is demonstrated to be more stable (non-sensitive
to climate variation). On the other hand, if the ratio with fitted inter-
cept/average yield < 0.5, the environmental differences (climatic
variation) across the TECHS sites explain at least 50% of the range in
volume yield of such clone along tropical Brazil. This fact characterizes
the volume yield behavior of the clone as unstable (sensitive to climate
variation). Thus, the ratio (or slope coefficient) test is:




⎜ ⎟= − ⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

≥
β
Y

β WDI
Y

1 |0.5|0
1

(8)

or equivalently:


⎜ ⎟≤ ⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

β Y
WDI

| | 0.51
(9)

where Y is the average volume yield (m3 ha−1) of the clone among
the TECHS sites; WDI is the mean annual water deficit index
(mm year−1) among the TECHS sites; β1 is the fitted slope coefficient.

The first step allowed for the identification of two general clonal
groups: sensitive to climate variation and non-sensitive to climate
variation. The second step consisted of subdividing each general group
in two subgroups (high productivity and low productivity). For this
purpose, the deviation test was computed:

= −−Deviation Y Y(m ha )ijk ijk jk
3 1 (10)

where Yijk is the age 5 volume yield (m3 ha−1) estimated from Eq.

Fig. 2. Three patterns of stand volume growth.
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(2) of clone i of general clonal group j of TECHS site k; and Yjk is the
average age 5 volume yield (m3 ha−1) of clones contained in the gen-
eral clonal group j of TECHS site k.

Thus, the deviation test was used to place the clones into subgroups
(high productivity and low productivity). If the value of the Deviation
computation (from Eq. (10)) was greater than zero for one clone in at
least +TECHS sites 11

2 (or 9 TECHS sites), that clone was classified
under the subgroup of high productivity. Otherwise, the clone was
classified under the subgroup of low productivity.

At the conclusion of Tests (steps) 1 and 2, the 11 eucalypt clones
were classified into one of the four groups: (1) high productivity and
non-sensitive to climate variation; (2) high productivity and sensitive to
climate variation; (3) low productivity and sensitive to climate varia-
tion; (4) low productivity and non-sensitive to climate variation.

Four clonal groups were identified, and some of these groups con-
tain more than one clone. Therefore, the third proposed step was con-
centrated on groups with multiple clones, to detect if there was a sta-
tistical difference among the volume yields of the clones in a particular
group. Volume yield (at common age of 5 years) as a function of clones,
annual water deficit index (WDI) and the interaction (clones and WDI)
was fitted. Clones with the highest overall volume yields were defined
as the baseline dummy variable for the comparisons in each group. This
step involved multiple pair-wise comparisons between every clone-
specific intercept and slope with the baseline clone, where t-tests were
performed. This step tested if the clones in one particular group in fact
displayed similar volume yield patterns among the TECHS sites and
within the TECHS sites.

The following linear mixed effect model was used for this purpose:

= + + +Y β b Clone β Clone WDI ε( )ij ij ij ij ij ij0 0 1 (11)

where Yij is volume yield (m3 ha−1); Clone is the dummy variable re-
placing the intercept; WDI is the mean annual water deficit index
(mm year−1); subscripts i and j refer to plot i of TECHS site j; β and β0 1
are fixed coefficients to be estimated; b ij0 are random coefficient based
on plot (TECHS site) and TECHS site; ε N σ I(0, )ij

2 and b N σ D(0, )ij
2 .

All analyses were performed using the packages nlme (Pinheiro
et al., 2016) and ggplot2 (Wickham, 2009) in the software R (R Core
Team, 2015).

3. Results

3.1. Fitted equation for standardizing the volume yields of the clones

A polynomial of integer and real powers was chosen to model the
volume growth of the clones in order to allow for the standardization of
the volume yield at a common age of 5 years for all the plots and TECHS
sites. The fixed effect slope coefficients are all positive demonstrating a
monotonic increase of volume over time (Table 2).

Therefore, the specific fitted coefficients generated for each nested
combination [plots (TECHS site) and TECHS site] through linear mixed
effect modeling were applied to standardize the volume yields (random
coefficients are presented in Supplemental Material – Table S1). The
accurate predictions are partially an artifact of the random effects,
however when combined with this flexible polynomial, it demonstrated
consistent estimates for stands that have been subjected to either

catastrophic mortality, unusual high mortality rate, or regular tree
mortality (Fig. 3).

The overall fit statistics (RMSE=9.94%, MAE=7.75m3 ha−1 and
T=−0.24m3 ha−1) are good. The high agreement between the esti-
mates generated by the fitted polynomial with specific coefficients for
every nested combination and the observed stand volumes is indicative
of the good estimates of standardized volume yields at the common age
of 5 years.

It is worth mentioning that while the condition that V=0 when
Age= 0 could be ensured by fitting the model without an intercept,
that approach was explored and the results for the primary objective
(standardized volume predictions) were substantially compromised.

3.2. Identifying clones with similar yield pattern across Brazil – Clonal
grouping

Since the fitted polynomials displayed accurate estimates (using all
the fixed and random coefficients of Eq. (2)), the volume yields were
reliably estimated at age 5 for all clones across all the TECHS sites and
these volume yields were used throughout the rest of this paper.

Fig. 4 shows the volume yield range of each clone along the annual
water deficit index (WDI) gradient. This figure infers that an increase in
WDI (decrease in absolute terms) is responsible for an increase in vo-
lume yield of all clones, although the WDI effect on volume yield differs
among clones. It is worth mentioning that several climatic variables
have been recorded on a daily basis. In this analysis, only WDI was
used, since the majority of the other climate variables are already in-
tegrated into this variable.

Table 3 displays the fitted linear regressions for every clone (step
one - based on Eq. (6)). All the fitted coefficients of these linear re-
gressions were statistical significant (alpha= 0.05). The trend observed
in Fig. 4 was adhered, since the increase (decrease in absolute terms) of
WDI increases the volume yield of all the clones, although at different
rates. The slope coefficient test demonstrated that clones A1 and P7
were classified under the general group non-sensitive to climate var-
iation. As previously mentioned and exemplified through Eqs. (7)–(9),
at least 50% of the volume yield range for these clones is randomly
explained, which implies a diminished effect of WDI with respect to
their volume yield range. On the other hand, the opposite behavior is
noticed for the other nine eucalypt clones. For these nine clones, the
fitted slope coefficients implied that WDI variation is a major driver in
explaining the volume yields of these clones. Thus, the other nine
clones (B2, C3, D4, E5, G7, H8, K2, Q8 and R9) were classified into the
general group, denoted as sensitive to climate variation.

Clones A1 and P7 belong to the general group labeled as non-sen-
sitive to climate variation. Proceeding to the second step, Clone A1 was
classified in the high productivity subgroup. The deviations of Eq. (10)
for this clone were always above zero across every TECHS site, while
the opposite behavior was observed for clone P7 (Fig. 5a).

Higher variation in the volume yield deviations for the general
group, denominated as sensitive to climate variation, was observed.
Clone B2 was an exception, since the deviations of Eq. (10) for this
clone were always above zero across every TECHS site. Clones D4, E5
and H8 also displayed the majority of their deviations above zero across
the TECHS sites. The other 5 clones (C3, G7, K2, Q8 and R9) displayed
the opposite behavior with the majority of their deviations below zero
across the TECHS sites (Fig. 5b).

Clones B2, D4, E5 and H8 were then classified in the high pro-
ductivity subgroup of the general group identified as sensitive to cli-
mate variation, while clones C3, G7, K2, Q8 and R9 were classified into
the low productivity subgroup. These results are consistent with the
volume yield patterns of the eucalypt clones, since the volume yield
range of the clones within each subgroup are similar within each
TECHS site (Fig. 6).

Grouping clones under the general group non-sensitive to climate
variation into the subgroups of high and low productivity is non-

Table 2
Fitted coefficients for the fixed β parameters of Eq. (2) and their associated
standard errors (SE) of the fitted polynomial.

Parameter Estimate SE

Intercept −40.53* 2.24
Age 4.30* 0.14
Age3.5 3.00E10−5* 0.50E10−6
Age6 1.25E10−9* 0.20E10−10

* Significant at alpha=0.05.
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Fig. 3. Agreement between the predicted volumes using all the fixed and random coefficients of Eq. (2) and the observed stand volumes (m3 ha-1).

Fig. 4. Volume yield of the clones along annual water deficit index (WDI) gradient.
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controversial. However, for the high and low productivity subgroups
under the general group sensitive to climate variation, a deeper analysis
was necessary in order to ensure that the grouping was consistent.

Proceeding to the third step of the clonal grouping approach pro-
posed in this study, linear mixed effect models were applied. It is no-
ticeable that neither the clones of the high productivity nor the low
productivity subgroup showed any statistical difference within the
TECHS sites (Tables 4 and 5). These results statistically validated the
within subgroup homogeneity of the low and high productivity sub-
groups under the sensitive to climate variation general group.

It is worth mentioning that volume yield in each subgroup varied
(statistically) among the TECHS sites (slope coefficients with respect to
WDI were significant), although the clones in each subgroup behaved
similarly within the sites. This implies higher confidence in the clonal
grouping adopted from Steps 1 and 2.

A total of 4 clonal groups was created and validated, where each
clonal group displays a unique pattern of volume yield (Fig. 7a):

Group A (high productivity and non-sensitive to climate variation):
Clone A1;
Group B (high productivity and sensitive to climate variation):
Clones B2, D4, E5 and H8;
Group C (low productivity and sensitive to climate variation):
Clones C3, G7, K2, Q8, R9;
Group D (low productivity and non-sensitive to climate variation):
Clone P7;

Fig. 7b displays a positive linear trend with respect to volume yield
pattern of all clonal groups along the annual water deficit index gra-
dient. This figure conveys the perception that an increase (decrease in
absolute terms) in WDI is responsible for a linear increase of volume
yield of all clonal groups. Consistent with the group definitions of A – D,
this impact is more noticeable in the clonal groups B and C, where
Clonal group B is in fact the most impacted by WDI variation, followed
by clonal groups C, A and D.

Table 3
Average volume yield (V ) in m3 ha−1, mean annual water deficit index (WDI) in mm year−1, fitted linear regressions and the general groups to which each clone
belongs.

Clone V WDI Fitted regression β| |1
Relationship ( )0.5 V

WDI
General group

A1 259.8 −559.7 V =356.24+ 0.177WDI 0.177 < 0.232 NS

B2 260.7 −559.7 V =397.83+ 0.261WDI 0.261 > 0.233 S

C3 179.7 −559.7 V =308.58+ 0.230WDI 0.230 > 0.161 S

D4 227.5 −559.7 V =372.69+ 0.259WDI 0.259 > 0.203 S

E5 235.6 −559.7 V =364.32+ 0.229WDI 0.229 > 0.211 S

G7 210.2 −559.7 V =326.54+ 0.208WDI 0.208 > 0.188 S

H8 224.9 −559.7 V =363.63+ 0.250WDI 0.250 > 0.201 S

K2 194.2 −559.7 V =348.08+ 0.275WDI 0.275 > 0.173 S

P7 126.4 −559.7 V =167.93+ 0.074WDI 0.074 < 0.113 NS

Q8 189.0 −559.7 V =303.32+ 0.204WDI 0.204 > 0.169 S

R9 194.3 −559.7 V =304.00+ 0.176WDI 0.176 > 0.174 S

S: sensitive to climate variation; NS: non-sensitive to climate variation

Fig. 5. Volume yield deviation of the clones across the TECHS sites (represented by WDI) of the general group non-sensitive to climate variation (a); and sensitive to
climate variation (b).
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4. Discussion

This paper provides a useful and straightforward approach to
grouping clones regarding their volume yield pattern across a very large
area in Brazil. The dataset used in the analysis is unique and provides a
balanced experimental observation of clonal yield pattern over Brazil,
ranging over all climate zones and several soil types (Binkley et al.,
2017).

Studies evaluating G x E interactions are often found in the litera-
ture. Recently, Silva et al. (2006) evaluated the G×E interaction for
growth of Eucalyptus spp in Australia; their findings suggested a growth
decrease of the genotypes under climatic stresses, although at different
rates. Gapare et al. (2015) quantifying G×E interaction, but for Pinus
radiata, found Tmin as the most important driver of this relationship,
although soil and other climate variables were also important. In this
paper, a strong G×E interaction for clonal eucalyptus in Brazil was
found (Fig. 4).

Differently from other studies, however, we also sought to group
clones with respect to their volume yield pattern. Several eucalypt
clones have been developed (Scolforo et al., 2017), and some of them
display similar yield patterns across Brazil. Thus, clonal grouping may
potentially improve forest management decision making. The increase
of site-specific productivity does not need to be based on a single clone,
and clonal groups may provide extra information for the development
of superior clones, which is the main objective of the breeding programs
in Brazil (Nunes et al., 2002). Similar physiologic characteristics shared
by the clones in one group, may allow the development of clones with
higher production (Gonçalves, 1997).

Another important task refers to the development of growth and
yield models. Eucalyptus modeling is usually fit with clone specific
parameters (Packalén et al., 2011), which often is demonstrated to be
completely unnecessary (Scolforo et al., 2018b). Problems with lack of
data may occur in some situations, since fast clonal generational evo-
lution has been observed. This implies that a dataset with remeasured
information may be critically difficult to build for every clone. Ad-
ditionally, new clones cannot be observed according to their opera-
tional performance before long-term data collection. Calegario et al.
(2005) proposed the use of mixed modeling to deal with part of this
problem, since specific coefficients could be generated for each clone.
Aside from this advantage, however, the majority of the growth and
yield models are developed using non-linear estimation, which makes
modeling convergence difficult. Thus, clonal grouping is consistent
with the mixed modeling technique, enabling the selection of key
coefficients to be declared as random based on the group level. This
combination of mixed modeling approach with clonal grouping results
in ameliorating the problem with lack of data and is extremely useful
when predictions for new clones are necessary (Lynch et al., 2005).

Fig. 6. Volume yield pattern of the clones across the subgroups: high productivity (a); and low productivity (b).

Table 4
Fitted coefficients of Eq. (11) and their associated standard errors (SE) of the
fitted linear mixed effect model for the group: high productivity and sensitive to
climate variation.

Parameter Estimate SE

Intercept (Clone B2) 397.83* 29.46
Clone D4 −25.13 17.17
Clone E5 −33.51 17.17
Clone H8 −34.20 17.17
WDI (Clone B2) 0.261* 0.045
Clone D4*WDI −0.001 0.026
Clone E5*WDI −0.031 0.026
Clone H8*WDI −0.011 0.026

* Significant at alpha=0.05.

Table 5
Fitted coefficients of Eq. (11) and their associated standard errors (SE) of the
fitted linear mixed effect model for the group: low productivity and sensitive to
climate variation.

Parameter Estimate SE

Intercept (Clone G7) 326.54* 36.62
Clone C3 −17.96 30.50
Clone K2 21.54 30.50
Clone Q8 −23.22 30.50
Clone R9 −22.54 30.50
WDI (Clone G7) 0.208* 0.047
Clone C3*WDI 0.022 0.039
Clone K2*WDI 0.067 0.039
Clone Q8*WDI −0.004 0.039
Clone R9*WDI −0.032 0.039

* Significant at alpha=0.05.
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To our knowledge this is the first study applied to grouping clones
regarding their volume yield pattern, that uncovers the climatic impact
on the yield pattern for clonal groups over a large national landscape.
Scolforo et al. (2017) applied ridge regression technique to predict site
index variation, while Marcatti et al. (2017) fitted a logistic regression
to predict eucalyptus growth under certain environmental conditions.
The findings of these studies, however, were focused on particular
Brazilian sub-regions and cannot be extrapolated for plantations that
face catastrophic mortality and for different climate zones. Departing
from other studies, we fit a regression solely as a function of annual
water deficit index. This modeling approach avoids multicollinearity
and provides an equation with higher level of sensitivity to climate
variation, since water deficit index is related to the water availability to
tree growth (Osório et al., 1998). The fitted regression captures the
effect of annual water deficit index constraints on the productivity of
the clonal groups and provides insight for better site-specific manage-
ment.

5. Conclusions

A simple and useful approach for grouping eucalypt clones was
proposed and successfully implemented. Consequently, the developed
approach can: (1) provide extra information for the deployment of su-
perior eucalypt clones; (2) improve site-specific productivity estimates
for a variety of clones with similar yield, which results in increase forest
resilience and is an important component against plantation failure.

The clonal groups highlighted different clonal productivities along
the Brazilian climate gradient. Clonal groups A and D displayed more
stable volume yield patterns across Brazil, while Clonal groups B and C
varied highly in volume yield along tropical Brazil. Thus, better site-
specific management can be proposed for clonal eucalypt plantations in
Brazil with information on these clonal groups. Plantations of clonal
groups B and C should be matched with sites that experience less fre-
quent and severe droughts, while clonal group A can be productive
across all the sites. Group identification and detection of the climatic
impact on yield patterns were evaluated as a guide to estimating site-
specific productivity, which again highlights the importance of the
developed clonal grouping approach.
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